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OHIO STATE UNVIERSITY EXTENSION

Group Games
Face to Face
The leader has the group randomly pair up. Once introductions between partners are made, the leader gives the group a topic 
to discuss with their partner for 30 seconds or so. At the end of the time, the leader will call for the group to switch partners and 
call out a new topic.

Try to choose topics that are both fun and insightful. Examples include:
• “If you could have lunch with anyone from history, who would it be?”
• “If you could be granted one wish, what would it be?”

Ten Fingers
Have everyone sit in a circle. Tell them to hold up all 10 fingers. The leader can start off by stating one fact about themselves. 
For example: “I have been to Florida.”  or  “I have blue eyes.”
Then the participants who haven’t been to Florida, or don’t have blue eyes, will put one finger down.

This will continue around the circle, having each person share one fact about themselves until someone is all out of fingers. It’s 
better to try and use less obvious, unique facts about yourself because there is a chance that more people will have to put a
finger down if they can’t relate to your fact.

Whoever has the most fingers left at the end of everyone’s turn wins!

Do You Love Your Neighbor
Everyone is seated in chairs forming a circle except for one person standing in the middle. The person in the middle will go to 
one person seated in the circle and ask them “Do you love your neighbor?” and that person can give two answers:

“Yes, but I don’t like people who…” and they will finish by saying something like “wear purple” and everyone wearing purple has 
to get up out of their seat and switch to another seat while the person in the middle attempts to sit in one of those seats. The
person left standing is now the one who asks the question.

“No.” When given this answer, both people sitting next to the person who answered will have to switch seats while the person 
who asked the question can take one of those seats and the one left without a seat is now the one who asks the question.
*no one can switch to the seat directly next to them at any point*

What are you Doing?
Sit in a circle. Choose a person to start. The person starts acting something out, like brushing their teeth. Then the person on
their right says “What are you doing?” The first person has to say something they are not doing, and the person that asks has to
act what they say out. For example, if the person was miming shooting basketballs, the other person asks “What are you 
doing?” and they say, “I’m baking cupcakes.” Then the person who asked has to pretend they are baking cupcakes. 

Then the person on their right asks “What are you doing?” and so on. Some fun examples are “I’m break dancing while singing 
the Bob The Builder theme song”, and “I’m doing the macarena while eating a sandwich.” Get creative!

https://www.ultimatecampresource.com/


